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Testing the properties of the Higgs particle discovered at the LHC and searching for new physics
signals, are some of the most important tasks of Particle Physics today. Current measurements
of the Higgs couplings to fermions and gauge bosons, seem consistent with the Standard Model,
and when taken as a function of the particle mass, should lay on a single line. However, in models
with an extended Higgs sector the diagonal Higgs couplings to up-quarks, down-quarks and charged
leptons, could lay on different lines, while non-diagonal flavor-violating Higgs couplings could appear
too. We describe these possibilities within the context of multi-Higgs doublet models that employ
the Froggatt-Nielsen (FN) mechanism to generate the Yukawa hierarchies. Furthermore, one of the
doublets can be chosen to be of the inert type, which provides a viable dark matter candidate.
The mixing of the Higgs doublets with the flavon field, can provide plenty of interesting signals,
including: i) small corrections to the couplings of the SM-like Higgs, ii) exotic signals from the flavon
fields, iii) new signatures from the heavy Higgs bosons. These aspects are studied within a specific
model with 3+1 Higgs doublets and a singlet FN field. Constraints on the model are derived from
the study of K and D mixing and the Higgs search at the LHC. For last, the implications from the
latter aforementioned constraints to the FCNC top decay t→ ch are presented too.
I. INTRODUCTION
Particle Physics is facing an exciting time thanks to the discovery of a Higgs-like particle with mh = 125 − 126
GeV at the LHC [1, 2], which has provided a definite test of the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking [3].
Furthermore, the Higgs mass value agrees quite well with the range predicted by electroweak precision tests [4], which
confirms the success of the Standard Model (SM). Current measurements of its spin, parity, and couplings, seem
also consistent with the SM. The fact that the LHC has verified the SM linear realization of spontaneous symmetry
breaking (SSB), could also be taken as an indication that Nature likes scalars, which was in doubt years ago.
On the other hand, several scenarios for physics beyond the SM have been conjectured in order to address some of
its open problems, such as hierarchy, flavor, unification, etc [5]. However, the LHC has not detected, so far, any sign
of new physics, but has provided bounds on its scale (Λ), which are now entering into the multi-TeV range. This is
bringing some discomfort, and casting some doubts about the theoretical motivations for those new physics scenarios
with a mass scale of order TeV. This is particularly disturbing for the concept of naturalness, and its supersymmetric
implementation, since the bounds on the mass of superpartners are passing the TeV limit too [6, 7]. However, one
has to wait for this new LHC run, which has higher energy and luminosity, to collect enough data in order to have
stronger limits, both on the search for new particles, such as heavier Higgs bosons [8–10], and for precision tests of
the SM Higgs properties.
In particular, it will be very important to study the Higgs couplings at the LHC and future colliders, in order to test
the Higgs identity. Being the remnant of SSB, the Higgs particle couples to a pair of massive gauge bosons, with an
strength proportional to its mass. As the Higgs doublet induces the fermion masses too, its couplings with fermions
is also proportional to the fermion mass; these are flavor-conserving (FC) couplings. However, so far the LHC has
tested only a few of these couplings, i.e. the ones with the heaviest SM fermions and W and Z bosons. Then, some
questions arise immediately:
• Do the masses of all fermion types (up-, down-quarks and leptons) arise from a single Higgs doublet? or, are
there more Higgs multiplets participating in the game? [11]
• Are the Higgs couplings to fermions diagonal in flavor space? or, is it possible to have flavor-violating Higgs
couplings?
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2• Is there any hope to measure the Higgs couplings with the lightest quarks and leptons?
• Is there a connection between Higgs physics and the Dark Matter (DM) problem? [12]
• What are the implications of the Higgs properties for physics in the far ultraviolet? [13]
Non-standard Higgs couplings, including the flavor violating (FV) ones, are predicted in many models of physics
beyond the SM, for instance in the general 2HDM [14–17]. The 2HDM is a particular realization of SM extensions
that contain additional scalar fields, which can have non-aligned couplings to the SM fermions and through its mixing
with the Higgs boson, new FV Higgs interactions can be induced at tree-level. Mixing of SM fermions with exotic
ones, could also induce FV Higgs couplings at tree-level [18]. It could also happen that the Higgs sector has diagonal
couplings to the SM fermions at tree-level, but the presence of new particles with a non-aligned flavor structure, which
couple both to the Higgs and to the SM fermions, will induce corrections to the diagonal Yukawa couplings and/or FV
Higgs couplings at loop levels. This is realized for instance in supersymmetry, where the sfermion/gauginos can have
non-diagonal couplings to Higgs bosons and SM fermions [19].The Higgs boson with a non-minimal flavor structure
was called a more flavored Higgs boson in our earlier work [19].
After the LHC delivered the Higgs signal, many papers have been devoted to study non-standard Higgs couplings,
and the constraints on deviations from the SM [20–25]. Although such deviations could be discussed within an effective
Lagrangian approach, it is also important to discuss them within an specific model, where such deviations could be
interpreted and given a context.
In this paper, we shall explore the implications for the Higgs sector within multi-Higgs models that also address
some aspects of the flavor problem. Namely, we will work within the context of a class of models that employ Abelian
flavor symmetries and the Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism (with a singlet flavon field), to generate the Yukawa hierarchies.
Furthermore, in these models one of the Higgs doublets is chosen to be of the inert type, which provides a viable
dark matter candidate. In general, the scalar spectrum will include a light SM-like Higgs boson, as well as extra
heavy bosons, which can mix with the flavon fields. The properties of each of these states will show some peculiar
manifestations from their interaction with the flavor sector, which in turn could induce plenty of interesting signals
that could be searched at future colliders. For instance, the diagonal couplings of the light SM-like Higgs boson could
receive small corrections, while FV couplings could be induced at small rates too. It is known that within the SM, the
Higgs couplings to fermions and gauge bosons, as function of the particle mass, lay on a single straight line. However,
we will show that in our model, fermion couplings could lay on distinct lines. The logic is the following. Within
the two Higgs doublets model of type I, where all fermion masses come from a single doublet, the Higgs couplings
to fermions will also lay on a single straight line. On the other hand, in the type II case, where up-type quarks
get masses from one Higgs while down-type quarks and charged leptons get masses from a second Higgs, the Higgs
couplings to fermions will lay on two different straight lines. Therefore, to get Higgs-fermion couplings laying on three
different straight lines we need to use a distinct Higgs doublet to generate masses for each fermion type. Larger rates
are predicted within our model for the FV couplings of the heavy Higgs bosons and even more striking signals are
expected for the flavon fields.
All these aspects are studied in detail for a specific model with 3+1 Higgs doublets, which realizes both features:
the diagonal Higgs-fermion couplings lay on multiple lines and its magnitude deviates from the SM predictions, while
at the same time allows for the presence of non-diagonal couplings. The organization of our paper goes as follows. We
present first (in Section II), the motivation for considering muti-Higgs models with a flavon field. We also discuss some
general features of the possible mass spectrum, as well as the signals that are expected for the light and heavy Higgs
bosons of this type of models. The Yukawa Lagrangian of the specific 3+1 model, with Higgs masses and couplings
is studied in Section III. In Section IV, we discuss the constraints on the parameters of the model, and identify some
scenarios that could be further studied at the LHC. Then, the implications of FV Higgs couplings are presented in
Section V, focusing on the top quark FCNC transitions t→ ch and the possible contributions to the K and D mixing.
Concluding remarks are included in Section VI, including a brief discussion about the search for the flavon particle
itself, and the possible ways to test the Higgs couplings with the lightest fermions.
II. HIGGS AND FLAVON SPECTRUM IN MULTI-HIGGS MODEL WITH FROGGATT-NIELSEN
MECHANISM
One of the open problems of the SM is the proliferation of parameters, in particular the quark and lepton masses,
the angles and phases appearing in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) and Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata
(PMNS) mixing matrices. The measured values for these parameters show a hierarchical pattern in the quark sector
and close to maximal values in the leptonic one. A variety of ideas have been proposed in the last 20-30 years trying
to obtain a deeper understanding of this problem, with some degree of success (for a review see for instance [26] or for
3more up to date one see [27]). These range from a phenomenological approach (textures) to GUT-inspired relations,
flavor symmetries and radiative generation, to mention a few of them. Recently, nonetheless, a phenomenological
approach using solely the hierarchy in the fermion masses, m3  m2  m1, provided for the first time a generical
treatment wherein the mixing patterns for both quarks and leptons can be simultaneously understood [28].
Within the flavor symmetry approach, the Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism offers a partial explanation of the Yukawa
hierarchies. Specifically, one assumes that above some scale MF , there is a flavor symmetry that forbids the appearance
of the Yukawa couplings; SM fermions are charged under this symmetry (taken to be of the Abelian type U(1)F ).
However, the Yukawa matrices can arise through non-renormalizable operators that are included in an effective
Lagrangian of the type:
LYeff = αaij(
S
MF
)nij F¯ifjΦ˜a + h.c. (1)
which involves the left-handed fermion doublet Fi, right-handed fermion singlets fj (i, j = 1, 2, 3), and the Higgs
doublets Φa (a = 1, ..N). The abelian charges of these fields add to nij , while the flavon field S is assumed to have
flavor charge equal to -1, such that Leff is U(1)F -invariant. Then, Yukawa matrices arise after the spontaneous
breaking of the flavor symmetry, and its entries are expressed in terms of the ratio of the flavon vacuum expectation
value (< S >) and the heavy mass scale (MF ). i.e. λx = (
<S>
MF
)nx . The heavy mass scale MF represents the mass
of heavy fields that transmit such symmetry breaking to the quarks and leptons, thereby generating the Yukawa
matrices.
In this paper, we study the implications of the mixing of such flavon fields with the Higgs sector, which becomes
even more relevant after the LHC measurements of the Higgs couplings with gauge bosons and fermions are reaching
a precision era. For the flavon field, we consider the minimal setting, that is, we employ an Abelian flavor symmetry
that is broken by the vev of a complex scalar flavon field, singlet under the SM gauge symmetry. There are several
possible Abelian charges for the SM fermions, which produce realistic Yukawa matrices, and here the most salient
features will be discussed. The number of Higgs doublets is also left opened in this section, in order to discuss the
expected phenomena that will appear from the scalar spectrum.
III. HIGGS COUPLINGS WITHIN A 3+1 HIGGS MODEL
We consider for definitiveness a model with four Higgs doublets which are denoted as Φ1,Φ2,Φ3, and Φ4. Three of
them are responsible for each giving masses to a fermion type, i.e. Φ1 gives masses to the up-type quarks, while Φ2
and Φ3 to the d-type quarks and leptons, respectively. This model implies that the Higgs couplings could deviate from
the SM predictions. The Higgs couplings to gauge bosons deviate from the SM, because the model includes several
doublets developing a vev, while the diagonal Yukawa couplings show deviations because fermion masses are generated
by a different Higgs doublet. At this point, having a Higgs per fermion type, flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC)
are not a worry. Indeed, natural flavor conservation emerges, as Glashow and Weinberg proved it [29], whenever all
fermions of a given electric charge do not couple to more than one Higgs.
For the sake of completeness, we include a DM candidate. Its sole main purpose is to provide a complete model
with a rich phenomenology to be studied through different steps in future studies. Thus, the remaining doublet (Φ4)
is used as a DM candidate via the imposition of a discrete symmetry. The addition of this symmetry is made in
such a way that this doublet is of the inert-type, and therefore the lightest particle within this doublet is stable, thus
becoming a viable (scalar) DM candidate [30]. Further details about which symmetry and the correct assignment of
its charges to the fields is here omitted as it is out of the scope of this work and has no effect in the study of the
Higgs-fermion couplings. We shall only discuss briefly the effects of Dark Matter on the Higgs sector. Although the
detailed properties of the Dark Sector will depend on the specific form of the Higgs potential, the essential information
will be contained in the mass of the DM candidate and its coupling with the SM-like Higgs boson, which will allow to
calculate the invisible Higgs decay and compare with the LHC limits on the invisible Higgs branching ratio. However,
given that a model with 2+1 Higgs doublets has already been discussed in ref. [31], which includes extra sources for
CP violation and has a rich phenomenology, which also improves the inert dark matter model [32], it seems reasonable
to expect that our model could also satisfy the DM contraints; the study of the DM implications is left for future
work.
Furthermore, we also include a SM singlet, S, which participates in the generation of the Yukawa hierarchies, a`
la Froggatt-Nielsen, and thus has FV couplings. The FN mechanism is known to be able to generate the Yukawa
hierarchies, and from a low energy point of view it can be treated as an effective field theory, which just needs to
reproduce the Yukawa pattern. Thus, from this perspective, we do not need to specify the details of the model regarding
whether the flavor symmetry is discrete or continous, global or local. There are several interesting constraints on the
models by looking at the UV completion, for instance, to study gauge coupling unification. Anomaly cancellation
4is another issue that provides constraints on the fermion spectrum. However, we want to work on the low-energy
constraints, i.e. O(TeV) effects, and thus decided to leave for future work the detailed aspects of the model that are
dependent on the UV completion.
This singlet mixes with the Higgs doublets, and induces FV Higgs couplings. So we pay a fare cost: our natural
flavor conservation is lost but in return the hierarchy between the fermion masses is theoretically included. The case
with mixing of the SM Higgs doublet with a flavon singlet, and its low energy phenomenology was studied in ref. [33],
while a detailed study of high-energy aspects of the model were studied in [34], while a recent study of flavon-Higgs
mixing phenomenology appeared in [35]. Besides serving us as a specific model to test the pattern of Higgs couplings,
and new physics, our 3+1 model can be discussed within the context of models where some flavor symmetry is linked
with the DM stability [36]. More recently, the possibility that a model with a single Higgs doublet and a FN singlet,
could help to explain the 750 GeV resonance hinted at the LHC was explored in [37].
A. Yukawa Lagrangian for a multi-Higgs model with Flavon-Higgs mixing
We start with the Yukawa Lagrangian, a` la Froggatt-Nielsen, given by
− LY = ρuij(
S
ΛF
)nij Q¯idjΦ˜1 + ρ
d
ij(
S
ΛF
)pij Q¯iujΦ2 + ρ
l
ij(
S
ΛF
)qij L¯iljΦ3 + h.c. , (2)
where n, p, q denote the charges of each fermion type under some unspecified Abelian flavor symmetry, which will help
to explain the fermion mass hierarchy. The field S is a complex flavon field, while ΛF denotes the flavor scale and ρ
f
ij
(f = u, d, l) are some O(1) coefficients. The Higgs doublets are written as: Φi = (Φ
+
i ,Φ
0
i )
T .
We expand to linear order in the flavon terms,
S =
1√
2
(u+ s1 + is2), (3)
as follows,
(
S
ΛF
)nij = λ
nij
F
[
1 +
nij
u
(s1 + is2)
]
, (4)
where
λF =
u√
2ΛF
' 0.22, (5)
is of the order of the Cabibbo angle.
By keeping only the neutral Higgs components (Φ0i ) the effective Lagrangian is written as,
− LY = Y uij u¯iujΦ01 + Y dij d¯idjΦ02 + Y lij l¯iljΦ03 +
[Zuij u¯iujΦ
0
1 + Z
d
ij d¯idjΦ
0
2 + Z
l
ij l¯iljΦ
0
3]
1
u
(s1 + is2) + h.c., (6)
where the Yukawa matrix is given as
Y fij = ρ
f
ij(λF )
nfij , (7)
while the flavon interactions are described by the matrix
Zfij = ρ
f
ijn
f
ij(λF )
nfij . (8)
Substitution of
Φ0i =
1√
2
(vi + φ
0
i + iχ
0
i ), (9)
leads to identifying the mass terms and the Yukawa and flavon interactions. We need to diagonalize the fermion mass
matrices, by the usual bi-unitary tranformations. Here we assume the Yukawa matrices are symmetric. Furthermore,
5we only write here the interaction Lagrangian for the real components of the neutral Higgs fields,
− LY = U¯ Mu√
2v1
Uφ01 + D¯
Md√
2v2
Dφ02 + L¯
Ml√
2v3
Lφ03
+[
v1
u
U¯Z˜uU +
v2
u
D¯Z˜dD +
v3
u
L¯Z˜lL]s1
+[U¯ Z˜uUφ01 + D¯Z˜
dDφ02 + L¯Z˜
lLφ03]
1
u
s1 + h.c. . (10)
The matrices Z˜f are written now in the mass-eigenstate basis, and in general are not diagonal, thus they will induce
FCNC mediated by the SM-like Higgs field. The capital letters for (Dirac) fermion fields are used to indicate the
vector of mass eigenstates, i.e. Ui = (u, c, t), Di = (d, s, b), and Li = (e, µ, τ).
B. The scalar potential
The scalar potential for the 2 + 1 model was studied in [31], where it was found that the potential of the model
allows a minimum that satisfies the charge-color-breaking and unbounded-from-below conditions. On the other hand,
the potential for the inert dark matter model with a complex singlet was analised in [38]; this model is a kind of 1 +
1 + FN singlet model. In our particular case, our model is a mixture of the above scenarios. The complete expression
for the scalar potential can be found in the Appendix A.
The study of the vacuum structure for multi-Higgs doublet models, which started with the work of [39], can be
always analyzed from the results of the three Higgs doublet case with the proper choice of basis [40]. It is a remarkable
result which nevertheless substantially departs from the two Higgs doublet scenario, namely: whenever there exists
a normal minimum at tree level it will always be below any Charge-Breaking (CB) stationary point [41, 42], leaving
U(1)em invariant. This property is lost for three or more Higgses. There is a sufficient condition though by which
one can guarantee that the global minimum leaves untouched the conservation of electric charge within an N -Higgs
doublets scenario. Basically, this condition demands that the parameters of the potential are such that after reaching
the so called B-basis the normal vacuum structure mimics that of a two Higgs doublet model [41]. The introduction of
a gauge singlet (flavon) field does not alter the previous picture. Thus, one can at least choose regions of parameters
with the correct vacuum structure.
Recall that the scalar content of the model includes three “active” Higgs doublets (Φi) and one inert doublet (Φ4),
as well as, a singlet, S. Now, these fields are written as follows
Φi =
(
ϕ+i
vi+φ
0
i+iχ
0
i√
2
)
, (i = 1, 2, 3) Φ4 =
(
s+
s0+iP 0√
2
)
, (11)
and
S =
1√
2
(u+ s1 + is2). (12)
The Higgs and flavon fields are written in terms of the mass eigenstates through the rotation OT of dimensions
(4× 4):
Re(Φ0i ) = O
T
i1h
0
1 +O
T
i2H
0
2 +O
T
i3H
0
3 +O
T
i4H
0
F ,
Re(S) = OT41h
0
1 +O
T
42H
0
2 +O
T
43H
0
3 +O
T
44H
0
F . (13)
The details of the diagonalization depend on the Higgs potential, however as one can see from the discussion of refs.
[43, 44], there are plenty of parameters to have a reasonable particle spectrum, including the decoupling limit, such
as the one we shall discuss here. Furthermore, as the vev’s must satisfy: v21 + v
2
2 + v
2
3 = v
2, with v = 246 GeV, we
find convenient to use spherical coordinates to express each vev (vi) in terms of the total vev v and the angles β1 and
β2, as shown in Fig. 1, i.e., v1 = v cosβ1, v2 = v sinβ1 cosβ2 and v3 = v sinβ1 sinβ2.
6FIG. 1: The Higgs vevs in spherical coordinates.
There is an important issue which needs to be discussed here. It emerges from the use of the FN mechanism;
particularly, from the nature of the employed flavor symmetry. Within a U(1)-type FN model, the Abelian flavor
symmetry can be either local or global. When it is local, it includes a gauge boson, which becomes massive after the
flavon develops a vev (u). This boson has both FC and FV interactions and its phenomenology severely restricts its
mass, that turns out to be 1gZ′
MZ′ & 10 − 100 TeV [34] and which would be out of the LHC reach. Then, we come
to the scalar sector which could be seen as an effective approach [34]. On the other hand, in the minimal model with
a global flavor symmetry and one flavon (complex singlet under the SM) there are two d.o.f., when CP is conserved
in the Higgs sector the FN singlet includes one CP-even scalar and one CP-odd. Because of the SSB of the flavor
symmetry, the CP-odd would be a massless NGB, while the CP-even would be heavy. To have a viable model one
breaks explicitly the global symmetry with a mass term (M2) and the CP-odd becomes a PGB. Their masses could
be written as,
M2P = M
2, M2Hf = M
2 + λ′u2. (14)
As one of our goals is to study FV decays of the SM-like Higgs, we could use a mild amount of fine-tunning to have
MP ≈MHf . A more ”natural” option to transmit LFV to the SM-like Higgs would be to consider CPV in the scalar
sector, then it would be allowed to have a mixing of the SM-like Higgs and the CP-odd component of the FN singlet.
In this case, the origin of LFV interactions would be different from the one considered in our paper. However, the
coupling of the SM Higgs implications for the Higgs phenomenology would be qualitatively (and even quantitatively)
similar. Thus, in the following, we shall focus in the phenomenological implications arising from the light SM-like
Higgs boson.
Although a detailed discussion of the scalar spectrum requires a study of the potential, we can advance some general
properties of the spectrum. Each of these states will show some peculiar manifestations from their interaction with
the flavor sector, which include:
• A SM-like Higgs state with mh = 125−126 GeV: The scalar sector must include a lightest state that would
be identified with the SM-like Higgs boson. Here one expects, as the imprints of the model, the appearance of
small deviations from SM predictions for the diagonal Higgs-fermion couplings. Furthermore, it will be possible
to induce new FV Higgs couplings. To study these effects it could be enough to work within a model that
contains one Higgs doublet and one flavon field. However, in this case the couplings of the Higgs boson with all
fermion types (up-, d-type quarks and leptons) as function of mass should lay on a single line, as in the SM.
• States with flavon-dominated composition: These states, which could be called flavons for short, could
provide the more radical signature of the models under consideration. The observation of these signals depends
on the flavon mass scale, and could be at the reach of the LHC if such scale was about O(5− 10) TeV. It would
7be interesting to learn what could be the reach of a 100 TeV collider [45]. To study the most relevant flavon
effects it could also be enough to consider a model that contains one Higgs doublet and one flavon field.
• Heavy Higgs bosons with large flavon mixing: In multi-Higgs models, the Higgs spectrum will also include
extra heavy Higgs states that could have significant mixing with the flavon fields. The properties of these heavy
Higgs bosons could deviate significantly from SM expectations and can have interesting properties, such as large
FV couplings, that could also be searched at the LHC. The behavior of couplings as function of the mass, will
depend on the Higgs content and type of model used. For instance within the so called 2HDM of type II,
one Higgs doublet couples to up-type quarks, while the second Higgs doublet couples to down-type quarks and
leptons. In this case the fermion couplings would lay on two lines: one for up-type quarks and another one for
d-type quarks and leptons. How distinguishable these lines could be, will depend on how close the model is to
the decoupling limit. We would need to consider a model with three Higgs doublets, with one Higgs doublet
being associated for each fermion type, in order to have the fermion couplings with the lightest SM like Higgs
boson lying on three different lines.
• Inert Higgs states: On the other hand, with the inclusion of an extra Higgs doublet of the Inert type, one
could also account for the Dark Matter of the universe. A new feature of this case is the couplings of the Higgs
bosons with the DM candidate, which could manifest in the form of invisible decays. Although the detailed
properties will depend on the Higgs potential, the essential information will be contained in the mass of the DM
candidate and its coupling with the SM-like Higgs boson, which will allow to calculate the invisible Higgs decay
and compare with the LHC limits on the invisible Higgs branching ratio.
These possibilities for the spectrum of Higgs bosons and flavons are illustrated in Fig. 2. In the first case, we have
only one SM-like Higgs boson at low energies, i.e. with mh ' 125 − 126 GeV, with the heavy Higgses and flavons
having similar masses, which could be of order O(TeV) up to the multi-TeV range. In the second case, only the heavy
Higgs bosons have masses below the TeV range, with some detectable remnant effects being left from their mixing
with the flavon fields. Finally, a more exotic scenario would include a light flavon field, with mass below the O(TeV),
which in itself could provide interesting discovery signals, but it could also mix significantly with the SM-like Higgs
boson, and induce large FV Higgs couplings.
FIG. 2: The Higgs and flavon spectrum in multi-Higgs models.
Apart from the Yukawa couplings, we also need to specify the Higgs coupling with the vector bosons, which is
written as ghV V = g
sm
hV V χV , with the factor χV given as,
χV =
v1
v
OT11 +
v2
v
OT21 +
v3
v
OT31,
= cosβ1O
T
11 + sinβ1 cosβ2O
T
21 + sinβ1 sinβ2O
T
31. (15)
It is interesting to notice that the coupling χV can be written in terms of the fermionic couplings, which can be
seen as a type of sum rule, i.e.,
χV = cos
2 β1 η
u + sin2 β1 cos
2 β2 η
d + sin2 β1 sin
2 β2 η
l. (16)
8C. The structure of the Y and Z matrices and the Higgs couplings
The interaction Lagrangian for the Higgs-fermion couplings can be expressed in terms of the lightest Higgs state,
which is identified as h0 = h01,
− LY = [η
u
v
U¯MuU +
ηd
v
D¯MdD +
ηl
v
L¯MlL+ κ
uU¯iZ˜
uUj + κ
dD¯iZ˜
dDj + κ
lL¯iZ˜
lLj ]h
0 + h.c. , (17)
where ηu = OT11/ cosβ1, η
d = OT21/ sinβ1 cosβ2, and η
l = OT31/ sinβ1 sinβ2, describe the strength of the flavor-
diagonal Higgs couplings. While the FV Higgs couplings are described by the parameters: κu = vuO
T
41 cosβ1,
κd = vuO
T
41 sinβ1 cosβ2, and κ
l = vuO
T
41 cosβ1 sinβ2.
We do not discuss in detail the charge assignments under the Abelian flavor symmetry as many choices have
appeared in the literature, e.g. Hermitian, non-Hermitian, etc, see for example [46–48]. Rather, we will present one
form of a viable Yukawa matrix to be explored here and consider the case where there is only one scale ΛF ; implying
λ ≡ λF = 0.22. Namely, for the up-type quarks we assume
Y u =
 ρu11λ4 ρu12λ4 ρu13λ4ρu21λ4 ρu22λ2 ρu23λ2
ρu13λ
4 ρu23λ
2 ρu33
 . (18)
Very importantly, due to the form of the Higgs/flavon couplings, the 33 entry does not have a power of λ, which
means that the flavon coupling with the top quark will be suppressed and will be of the same order as the coupling
to charm quarks or the FV Higgs coupling with tc.
On the other hand, we consider the Yukawa matrix of both the charged leptons (Y l) and d-type quarks to have a
similar structure,
Y d =
 ρd11λ6 ρd12λ6 ρd13λ6ρd21λ6 ρd22λ4 ρd23λ4
ρd13λ
6 ρd23λ
4 ρd33λ
2
 . (19)
For leptons, we change ρdij → ρlij . The choice for powers of λ is not unique, and in fact it could also change when
the vevs (vi) of the Higgs doublets have a hierarchical structure. From this points onwards, we only focus in the
implications arising from flavon-Higgs mixing effects in the quark sector and leave aside their study in the charged
lepton sector.
Now, notice the following simplification. As a consequence of the hierarchical structure in the mass matrices we can
study two particular cases: first, the subsystem 2−3 made out of the two heaviest families and second, the subsystem
1− 2 which emerges after diagonalization of the previous case and after taking the limit m3 → ∞. The former case
is basically considering a rank two matrix with the first family being massless, as allowed by the Schmidt-Mirsky
approximation theorem, while the latter one is the decoupling limit where the mixing between the first and third
family has been neglected.
1. The rank two case or first family massless limit
By construction, the couplings to the first generation quarks and leptons are the most suppressed. And this
suppression, in return, allows us to use the rank two limit for the Yukawa matrices. For example, in the quark sector
they take the form
Y u '
 0 0 00 ρu22λ2 ρu23λ2
0 ρu23λ
2 ρu33
 , (20)
and
Y d '
 0 0 00 ρd22λ4 ρd23λ4
0 ρd23λ
4 ρd33λ
2
 . (21)
9Now, in order to study the FV Higgs couplings we need to consider the 2-3 sub-system given by the matrices Z˜f .
For the up- and down-type quarks the corresponding Zf -submatrices, written in the quark mass eigenstate basis, are
Z˜u '
(
2Y u22 2Y
u
23
2Y u23 4suY
u
23
)
, (22)
and
Z˜d '
(
4Y d22 2Y
d
23
2Y d23 2Y
d
33
)
. (23)
The above matrices can be found by first performing a diagonalization of the Yukawa matrices to leading order in
the individual mixing angles (su,d) and then, by virtue of these now known rotations, transform the Z
f matrices.
Through this procedure we are able to find a relation among the parameters such that we can express the ρu,dij ’s in
terms of the quark mass ratios and the CKM angle |Vcb| ' s23.
Specifically, let us define: ru = mc/mt, r
u
1 = Y
u
22/Y
u
33, and r
u
2 = Y
u
23/Y
u
33. Similarly, rd = ms/mb, r
d
1 = Y
d
22/Y
d
33 and
rd2 = Y
d
23/Y
d
33. Now, the diagonalization procedure involves the approximated eigenvalues
Y f33 '
mf,3
ωf
and Y f22 − 2sfY f23 + s2fY f33 '
mf,2
ωf
, (24)
with ωu = v1/
√
2, ωd = v2/
√
2, and f = u, d. Recall that the mixing matrix is being built by contributions coming
only from the 2 − 3 sector, VCKM ' Lu23(Ld23)†, where Lf23 is a unitary matrix transforming the corresponding left
handed field and only acting in the 2-3 family subspace. It is then straightforward to show that the relation between
the mixing angle and the individual ones,
s23 ' su − sd, (25)
allows one to find
ru1 ≈ rd1 + ru − rd + 2s23
√
rd1 − rd + s223. (26)
Thus, we can either vary rd1 and get values for r
d
2 ≡
√
rd1 − rd or vice-versa, and then from the above expression find
ru1 and with it r
u
2 ≡
√
ru1 − ru. Also, to get the Z˜ elements, we need to express the Yukawas Y33 in terms of the
quarks masses, that is: Y u33 =
√
2mt/v1 and Y
d
33 =
√
2mb/v2. Finally, we also need to specify the values of v1 and v2;
a few interesting scenarios are defined in the next sub-section.
2. The third family decoupling limit
After diagonalization of the 2-3 subsystem, we can neglect mixing between the first and third generation. In return,
we may only focus on the 1-2 subsystem. The corresponding Z-submatrices, written in the quark mass eigenstate
basis, are
z˜u '
(
4Y u11 2Y
u
12
2Y u12 2Y
u
22
)
, (27)
and
z˜d '
(
4Y d11 2Y
d
12
2Y d12 2Y
d
22
)
. (28)
Finally, an expression relating the Cabibbo angle with these Yukawa couplings can be obtained as in the previous
case
pu1 ≈ pd1 + pu − pd + 2s12
√
pd1 − pd + s212, (29)
where p means exchanging the 2 and 3 indices in the r parameters by the corresponding 1 and 2.
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D. Parameter scenarios
In order to study the predictions of our model, we need to specify the vevs vi and the rotation matrix for Higgs
particles (Oij). We can take inspiration from the 2HDM results (see for instance [49]), which show that the LHC Higgs
data favors both the decoupling and alignment solutions, that is to say, both tanβ >> 1 and tanβ ' 1 are acceptable
solutions. In terms of the Higgs vevs, this means that they are either of the same order or one is much larger than
the other. Thus, for the vev’s we use the spherical coordinates (β1 and β2), and leave β1 as a free parameter and then
explore the following cases:
• (VEV1) We can take first v2 = v3, which in spherical coordinates, means: β2 = pi4 , and any value of θ,
• (VEV2) We also consider unequal vevs with v2 < v3, which means β2 = pi3 ,
• (VEV2) We also consider unequal vevs with v2 > v3, which means β2 = pi6 ,
Then, for the rotation matrix O of real components of scalar fields, we can identify several interesting scenarios:
1. The case where the 126-Higgs is lighter than the heavy Higgs particles and the flavons, i.e. mh < mHi ' mHF ,
which have masses of order TeV.
2. The case where the 126-Higgs is lighter than the heavy Higgs particles, which in turn are much lighter than the
flavons, i.e. mh < mHi << mHF ,
3. The case where the 126-Higgs is lighter than the flavons, which in turn are much lighter than the heavy Higgs
particles, i.e. mh << mHF << mHi ,
Here, in order to relate the parameters, we take into account a special sub-case within the first case, which means
assuming that OT11 > O
T
i1 and using the orthogonality relation for the rotation matrix O
(OT11)
2 + (OT21)
2 + (OT31)
2 + (OT41)
2 = 1. (30)
Therewith, consideration of OTi1 ' OTj1 (for i 6= j) leads one to have
OTj1 =
√
1− (OT11)2
3
. (31)
IV. FLAVOR CONSERVING HIGGS COUPLINGS AT THE LHC
The current data on Higgs production has been used to derive bounds on the Higgs couplings, which describe the
allowed deviation from the SM. In particular, ref. [50] has derived bounds on the parameters X , which are defined as
the (small) deviations of the Higgs couplings from the SM values, i.e. ghXX = g
sm
hXX(1+X). We find very convenient,
in order to use these results and get a quick estimate of the bounds, to write our parameters as: ηX = 1 + X . For
fermions, the allowed values are: t = −0.21± 0.22, b = −0.19± 0.30, τ = 0.00± 0.18; for the W and Z bosons these
numbers are: W = −0.15± 0.14 and Z = −0.01± 0.13.
An extensive analysis of parameters satisfying these bounds will be presented elsewhere, with detailed numerical
scans; here we shall only pick a few specific points in parameter space, which satisfy the LHC bounds, and will help
us to understand qualitatively the behaviour of the model. These points will also be used in the next section in our
analysis of FCNC top decays. Thus, we show in Figs. 3-6 the predictions for each of these parameters, as function
of the angle β1, for the case with β2 =
pi
3 ,
pi
4 ,
pi
6 , and for O11 = 0.5, 0.75, 0.9. We can see that it is possible to satisfy
these bounds for all the ’s.
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FIG. 3: The deviations of the Higgs couplings from the SM values are defined by ghXX = g
sm
hXX(1 + X). Here it is shown
the small deviation, t, to the top quark as function of the angle β1. The horizontal lines are the experimental limits on this
factor, t = −0.21± 0.22 [50]. The continous (blue) line, large dashing (orange) line, and small dashing (green) line correspond
to the cases β2 = pi/6 and O11 = 0.9, β2 = pi/3 and O11 = 0.75, and β2 = pi/4 and O11 = 0.5, respectively.
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FIG. 4: The deviations of the Higgs couplings from the SM values are defined by ghXX = g
sm
hXX(1 + X). Here it is shown the
small deviation, Z , to the Z boson as function of the angle β1. The horizontal lines are the experimental limits on this factor,
Z = −0.01± 0.13 [50]. The continous (blue) line, large dashing (orange) line, and small dashing (green) line correspond to the
cases β2 = pi/6 and O11 = 0.9, β2 = pi/3 and O11 = 0.75, and β2 = pi/4 and O11 = 0.5, respectively.
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FIG. 5: The deviations of the Higgs couplings from the SM values are defined by ghXX = g
sm
hXX(1 + X). Here it is shown
the small deviation, τ , to the tau lepton as function of the angle β1. The horizontal lines are the experimental limits on this
factor, τ = 0.00± 0.18 [50]. The continous (blue) line, large dashing (orange) line, and small dashing (green) line correspond
to the cases β2 = pi/6 and O11 = 0.9, β2 = pi/3 and O11 = 0.75, and β2 = pi/4 and O11 = 0.5, respectively.
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FIG. 6: The deviations of the Higgs couplings from the SM values are defined by ghXX = g
sm
hXX(1 + X). Here it is shown the
small deviation, b, to the bottom quark as function of the angle β1. The horizontal lines are the experimental limits on this
factor, b = −0.19± 0.30 [50]. The continous (blue) line, large dashing (orange) line, and small dashing (green) line correspond
to the cases β2 = pi/6 and O11 = 0.9, β2 = pi/3 and O11 = 0.75, and β2 = pi/4 and O11 = 0.5, respectively.
One specific point, in agreement with all data, is : β1 = 0.5 with O11 = 0.9 and β2 =
pi
6 . For these values we
have: ηu = 1.03, ηd = 0.61, ηl = 1.04, and χV = 0.96. This shows that h behaves very much SM-like, except for the
coupling with d-type quarks. Interestingly, recent measurements of the Higgs coupling to the different SM particles
[51] report a similar behaviour wherein the bottom quark shows a smaller coupling (ηdexp = 0.63
+0.39
−0.37) when compared
to the rest which are larger than one. Also, an important insight into the scalar structure of the SM, which will
help us to discriminate between a multi-Higgs theory from a single one, will be gained when the Higgs couplings
to the light-quarks have been measured at the LHC. These measurements are rather difficult and are requiring new
techniques, see for example [52, 53].
Now, using the above mentioned set of values we can plot the Higgs-fermion coupling as function of the mass, which is
shown in Fig. 7. We can see that the couplings for each fermion type lay on different lines, which could be distinguished
from the SM (black line), and all of them are in agreement with the LHC Higgs data. Future measurements of these
couplings at the ILC or FCC will help us in order to discriminate betwen our model predictions and those of the SM.
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FIG. 7: The Higgs-fermion coupling factors, ηf , as function of the normalized mass, mf/v. The specific point β1 = 0.5 with
O11 = 0.9 and β2 =
pi
6
is in agreement to all data. For these values we have: ηu = 1.03, ηd = 0.61, and ηl = 1.04. The bold
continous (black) line, small dashing (red) line, large dashing (blue) line, and continous (green) line, correspond to the SM case
and for the new set of couplings to the Higgs of the up-type quarks, d-type quarks, and charged leptons, respectively.
As it will be shown in the next section, the diagonal corrections contained in the factors κf Z˜f , will not change
significantly the above discussion for the top quark-Higgs couplings. However, the Higgs coupling with the fermions
(bb¯, cc¯, τ+τ−), could be measured at the next-linear collider with a precision of a few percent, where it will be possible
to test these effects. The corrections to the coupling hb¯b, could modify the dominant decay of the light Higgs, as well
as the associated production of the Higgs with b-quark pairs [54, 55].
V. FV HIGGS COUPLINGS AND FCNC TOP DECAYS
A. Lessons from LY for FV Higgs couplings
The Yukawa sector predicts the presence of non-diagonal couplings (in flavor space), which can generate FCNC.
However, we notice the following trends:
• The appearance of the factor v/u < 1, brings a suppression of the FV couplings, as compared with the FC ones,
• In the limit cosβ1 → 1, which is one option to get a light SM-like Higgs boson, the factor sinβ1 → 0, which
appears in the FV Higgs couplings, will also give a suppression effect for d-type quarks and leptons, as compared
with the top quark, which is good because it will make easier to satisfy stronger bounds coming from K − K¯
mixing and lepton FV transitions [56, 57],
• In general, the mixing-angle factors (η’s) that enhance (suppresses) the FC Higgs interactions, will produce a
supression (enhancement) of the FV couplings (κ’s),
• The factor OT41 < 1 will also induce another suppression effect,
• As we will show next, the Yukawa structure, which determines the form of the Z˜ matrices, will also induce
additional suppression effects.
B. Constraints from K-K¯ and D-D¯ mixing
Within our model we have flavor changing neutral current processes at tree level being effectively mediated by a
SM-like Higgs boson, see Eq. 17. In order to avoid their dangerous possible large contributions to already measured
observables we apply strong contrains coming from the study of neutral meson systems [58]. In particular, the
combination of K and D mixing gives unavoidable bounds on new physics parameters [59]. The decoupling limit
previously studied helps us to make these estimates.
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Scenario rd2 Z˜
u
22 Z˜
u
23 Z˜
u
33
X 0.05 2.6× 10−2 2.0× 10−1 3.7× 10−2
Y 0.1 5.2× 10−2 3.2× 10−1 8.8× 10−2
Z 0.3 2.6× 10−1 7.6× 10−1 5.2× 10−1
TABLE I: The entries 22, 23, and 33 for the matrix Z˜u, after taking the particular case of β1 = 0.5.
In general, the neutral K mass splitting is approximately given as
∆mK ≈ 2|M12|, (32)
where |M12| is a measure of the small effects breaking the mass degeneracy in the kaon system; the weak interaction,
for example, is one of them. Experimentally, we have [60]
∆mexpK = (3.484± 0.006) µeV. (33)
On the other hand, using the vacuum insertion approximation one is able to obtain [61]
|M12| = 5f
2
km
3
k(κ
dz˜12)
2
48(md +ms)2m2H
. (34)
From which we get the following upper bound
κdz˜d12 < 1× 10−6. (35)
Similarly, the experimental value for the mass difference in the D meson system is [62]
∆mexpD
mD
= (8.6± 2.1)× 10−15, (36)
from which we get the following upper bound
κuz˜u12 < 1× 10−8. (37)
Even though these bounds are rather strong compared to the ones in the 2−3 sector they can actually be expected
to be like that as by construction we already put some hierarchy among them.
C. Numerical choice for the Z˜ parameters
Let us consider the following sample values: rd2 = 0.05, 0.1, and 0.3, and also assume: β1 = 0.5, then Table I shows
the values of the entries for the Z˜u matrix for the second and third family case. We choose to focus on the up-quark
sector, because we want to get an estimate for the most relevant predictions of the model, which we believe is related
to the top quark physics, and in particular to the decay t→ ch.
For the specific point in parameter space presented in the previous section: β1 = 0.5 with O11 = 0.9 and β2 = pi/6,
which is in agreement with the LHC data, we obtain the following value κu = 0.22 vu . And with the entries Z˜
u shown
in Table I, we obtain that the correction to the coupling hc¯c could be of order 50 percent for vu = 0.1, which could
give some enhancement for the Higgs production through charm fusion; this could be worth further studying. On the
other hand, the correction to the top quark-Higgs coupling is less than 0.1 percent, and thus negligible.
D. The FCNC decay t→ ch
Top quark rare decays will enter into a golden era, because the LHC is a top factory, with about 6× 106 top pairs
produced so far at the LHC. Thus, it is very interesting to look at the top decays that have some potential to be
detectable. The first calculation of FCNC top decays at one-loop, was for t→ cγ [63], while the complete calculations
of the FCNC modes t→ cX (X = γ, g, Z, h) was reported in ref. [64]. Then, the calculation for the mode t→ ch, was
corrected in [65, 66]. In turn, the FCNC decays into pairs of vector bosons t → cW+W−(ZZ, γγ), was presented in
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Scenario u[TeV] κu × Z˜u23 B.R.(t→ ch)
X1 0.5 2.1× 10−2 8.6× 10−5
X2 1 1.1× 10−2 2.2× 10−5
X3 10 1.1× 10−3 2.2× 10−7
Y1 0.5 3.5× 10−2 3.5× 10−4
Y2 1 1.7× 10−2 8.6× 10−5
Y3 10 1.7× 10−3 8.6× 10−7
Z1 0.5 8.3× 10−2 3.0× 10−3
Z2 1 4.2× 10−2 7.8× 10−4
Z3 10 4.2× 10−3 7.8× 10−6
TABLE II: The factor κu × Z˜u23 and branching ratios (B.R.) for t→ ch.
[67–70]. The mode t→ c`−`+ was discussed in [71, 72]. All of these modes have an extremely suppressed Branching
Ratio (B.R.) within the SM, but they have it enhanced when New Physics (NP) is involved, see for instance [73].
More promising, in terms of having a larger B.R. the mode t→ bW`−`+, which was studied recently [74], fulfills this
task.
From now on, we focus on the mode t→ ch, which can reach large B.R.’s. The decay width is given by
Γ(t→ ch) = mt
6pi
|κuZ˜u23|2. (38)
Under the approximation that the top decay t→ b+W dominates the total width, and it is given by the SM result
Γ(t→ b+W ) ' 1.5 GeV, we obtain: B.R.(t→ ch) = 0.58 |κuZ˜23|2. For v/u ' 0.25 and the values of the parameters
called scenario Z in Table I, one finds that the B.R. reaches a value of B.R. ' 3.0× 10−3, which is about ten orders
of magnitude above the SM prediction. Moreover, this decay can be tested at the LHC [75]. Values of the B.R. for
other choices of parameters, using the results of Table I are shown in Table II. The labels X1, X2, and X3 correspond
to the choices of u = 0.5, 1, 10 TeV, within scenario X of Table I, and similarly for Y1, Y2, and Y3 and Z1, Z2, and
Z3. Figure 8 portraits the dependence of the B.R.(t→ ch) to rd2 and shows the three different cases u = (0.5, 1, 10)
TeV.
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0.001
B.R. HtchL vs r2d
FIG. 8: The B.R.(t→ ch) dependence to rd2 . The upper bound or horizontal line (orange) comes from the ATLAS and CMS
direct constraints [76, 77], whereas the continous line (blue), the large dashing line (yellow), and the small dashing line (green)
correspond to the three different taken cases u = (0.5, 1, 10) TeV, respectively.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
One of the most important tasks of future colliders is to study the properties of the Higgs-like particle with
mh = 125 − 126 GeV discovered at the LHC. Current measurements of its spin, parity, and interactions, seem
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consistent with the SM, where its couplings to fermions and gauge bosons are proportional to the particle mass. We
have studied the variations on these couplings, within a model with an extended Higgs sector, where the masses
for each fermion type, arise from a different Higgs doublet. These couplings to the Higgs field become ηu = 1.03,
ηd = 0.61, η` = 1.04, and χV = 0.96 under one specific set of values. And their behaviour shows an unexpected
feature: d-type quarks should have a weaker coupling when compared to the rest, which are in fact above one. And
interestingly, recent measurements of the Higgs coupling to the different SM particles [51] report a similar behaviour
wherein the bottom quark shows a smaller coupling (ηdexp = 0.63
+0.39
−0.37) while the rest are larger than one. The present
precision is too low to hint to any strong deviation from the SM as the experimental value easily agrees (1σ) with the
SM’s prediction. Nevertheless, if this scenario is confirmed in the years to come it will suggest that the scalar sector
has a richer structure than the SM one, where one Higgs doublet gives masses to all fermion types.
This model includes mixing of the Higgs doublets with a flavon field, which generates the Yukawa hierarchies and
induces flavor-violating Higgs couplings at acceptable rates. Constraints on these couplings are derived from the
contributions to K and D mixing and from the Higgs searches at the LHC. Their implications are discussed. On one
hand, from the former set, the following upper bounds to the effective couplings are found κdz˜d12 < 1 × 10−6 and
κuz˜u12 < 1 × 10−8. On the other, from the constraints coming from the Higgs searches at the LHC, the B.R. of the
FCNC top decay t → ch is considered. We find that this mode could reach a B.R. of order 10−3, which could be
studied at the LHC. In the down-type quarks and lepton sectors, there are also interesting aspects to study in the
future, such as the rates for rare b-decays or the decay h→ τµ which could be induced at rates that could be detected
at future colliders [78]. The complementarity of future colliders has been studied in [79].
There are two aspects of our model that give some hope to measure the Higgs couplings with light fermions, namely,
DM and LFV. In the case of DM, it is possible that its interaction with nucleons could be mediated by the Higgs
boson, which depends on the strength of the Higgs interaction with nucleons, which in turn depends on the Higgs
coupling with light fermions. Therefore, by searching for DM-nucleon dispersion, one is also testing the Higgs coupling
with light quarks. Similar remarks hold when one considers e − µ conversion, where the Higgs nucleon interaction
appears. Thus, nature could be extra benevolent, and besides showing evidence of the new physics, it would allow to
test the couplings of light quarks with the Higgs.
However, the most salient feature of this model is the flavon field, which has FV couplings with fermions. Within
the scenarios discussed here, the fourth Higgs boson HF is dominated by its flavon (s1) component. The size of its
coupling with top quarks, will be given by the factor κ4 Z˜
u
33, where: κ4 = O
T
14 cosβ1v/u, which is of order 0.1 for
v/u = 0.1, while Z˜u33 ' 0.5 (within the scenario that we called Z appearing in Table I). Thus, we will have a coupling
of order 10−2 (compare with the SM top-Higgs coupling which is of order 0.7). Thus HF could be produced through
gluon fusion (top loop), with a cross-section of order 3 × 10−4 times the SM Higgs cross section. Despite the fact
that the cross section seems quite suppressed, one has the advantage of the clean signature of flavon decays, such as
the LFV mode HF → τµ, which will have a B.R. similar to the ones for the FC modes. A detailed study of this
mechanism at the very Large Hadron Collider with 100 TeV c.m. energy is underway [80].
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Appendix A: The scalar potential for the 3 + 1 + FN model
The scalar sector of the model is made out of five scalar fields from which four of them are doublets of SU(2)L, Φi
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4) while the remaining one, S, is a singlet. From the former four one of them, Φ4, is inert, giving us a
viable candidate for Dark Matter (DM). The other three, namely, Φ1, Φ2, and Φ3 are coupling each of them to all the
fermions of the same electric charge, i.e., to up- and down-type quarks and charged leptons, respectively. This scenario
would naturally avoid FCNC’s if the singlet S, which serves as a Froggatt Nielsen (FN) or flavon field, would have not
been introduced. The singlet S allows, through the addition of the FN mechanism, a straightforward description of
the hierarchical structure in the Yukawa matrices which in the end gives the observed pattern of hierarchical fermion
masses, that is, m3  m2  m1.
Now, if explicitly written in terms of its components the scalar content is
Φi =
(
ϕ+i
vi+φ
0
i+iχ
0
i√
2
)
, (i = 1, 2, 3) Φ4 =
(
s+
s0+iP 0√
2
)
, (A1)
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and
S =
1√
2
(u+ s1 + is2). (A2)
Notice that s0 or P 0 in the inert scalar, Φ4, could be DM.
Then, the potential is
V = V3H + VN + VS + VHN + VSH , (A3)
where
V3H = −1
2
[
m211Φ
†
1Φ1 +m
2
22Φ
†
2Φ2 +m
2
33Φ
†
3Φ3
]
+
[
m212Φ
†
1Φ2 +m
2
13Φ
†
1Φ3 +m
2
23Φ
†
2Φ3 + h.c.
]
(A4)
+
[
λ11
2
A21 +
λ22
2
A22 +
λ33
2
A23 + λ12λ12A1A2 + λ13A1A3 + λ23A2A3
]
+
[
λ412A
†
12A12 + λ413A
†
13A13 + λ423A
†
23A23
]
+
[
λ512(A12)
2 + λ513(A13)
2 + λ523(A23)
2 + h.c.
]
,
VN =
1
2
m244Φ
†
4Φ4 +
λ44
2
(Φ†4Φ4)
2, (A5)
VS = m
2
SS
†S + λS(S†S)2 + m˜2S(S
2 + S∗2), (A6)
VHN =
[
λ˜11Φ
†
1Φ1 + λ˜22Φ
†
2Φ2 + λ˜33Φ
†
3Φ3
]
(Φ†4Φ4) + λ˜14A
†
14A14 + λ˜24A
†
24A24 + λ˜34A
†
34A34 (A7)
+
1
2
[
λ′14A
2
14 + λ
′
24A
2
24 + λ
′
34A
2
34 + h.c.
]
,
VHS = [λS1A1 + λS2A2 + λS3A3] (S
∗S), (A8)
and where we have denoted by Ai = Φ
†
iΦi and Ajk = Φ
†
jΦk.
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